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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted on March 28, 2006, to determine whether claimant

sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas workers’

compensation law.  A pre-hearing conference was conducted in this case on

February 8, 2006.  At the hearing, the parties amended the stipulations and issues

set forth in the Pre-hearing Order to include an additional stipulation as to the

applicable temporary total disability and permanent partial disability rates.  Further,

the parties announced that the primary issue to be litigated at the hearing was

compensability, and if proven, whether the claimant was entitled to appropriate

benefits, including temporary total disability and medical expenses.  The claimant

reserved all other issues.  The parties announced that the remaining stipulations

and issues, together with their respective contentions, were properly set out in the

Pre-hearing Order dated February 8, 2006.  A copy of the Pre-hearing Order was

introduced as Commission’s Exhibit Number 1.
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By agreement of the parties, the stipulations applicable to this claim are as

follows:

1.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this

claim.

2.  The employee/employer relationship existed at all relevant times,

including February 11, 2005, the date that the claimant contends he sustained an

injury to his left shoulder.

3.  If this claim is found to be compensable, the claimant is entitled to the

maximum compensation rates, i.e. a temporary total disability rate of $466.00 and

a permanent partial disability rate of $350.00.

4.  The respondents have controverted the claim in its entirety.

By agreement of the parties, the primary issue to be presented is a

determination of compensability.  If overcome, claimant’s entitlement to temporary

total disability benefits and medical expenses must be addressed.  All other issues

are reserved.

The claimant contended, in summary, that he sustained a compensable

injury to his left shoulder on February 11, 2005, when he picked up a butane tank

and felt a pop in his left shoulder; that he was temporarily disabled from February

21, 2005, through May 9, 2005; that the major cause of his need for medical

treatment and disability is the February 11, 2005 work-related injury; and that he is

entitled to an attorney’s fee on benefits awarded.  All other issues were reserved.

The respondents contend that the claimant did not sustain a compensable

left shoulder injury on February 11, 2005, but instead his condition was a

continuation of identical problems he was having in his right shoulder; that there

was no causal connection between the claimant’s work environment and his need

for surgery on February 25, 2005, or his missed time from work following that
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surgery; alternatively, respondents assert an offset for any and all group health

payments which have been made to or on behalf of claimant should his injury be

deemed compensable; as a further alternative, should this claim be deemed

compensable and wage loss benefits pursued, respondents reserve the right to joint

the Second Injury Fund as well as the Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust

Fund for any wage loss claims in connection with this claim.

At the hearing, the claimant testified on his own behalf.  The testimony of

William F. Hefley, Jr., M.D., was received by deposition dated March16, 2006.

Further the testimony of Larry Digiovanna, a witness for the claimant, was submitted

by stipulation.

The record consists of two volumes and is comprised solely of the transcript

of the March 28, 2006, hearing containing numerous exhibits.  The second volume

contains the oral deposition of William F. Hefley, Jr., M.D., dated March 16, 2006.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to

hear the testimony of the witness and observe his demeanor, the following findings

of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

l.  The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over

this claim.

2.  The stipulations agreed to by the parties are hereby accepted as fact.

3.  The employee/employer/carrier relationship existed between the parties

on or about February 11, 2005.
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4.  The claimant is entitled to the maximum compensation rate, i.e. a

temporary total disability rate of $466.00 and a permanent partial disability rate of

$350.00.

5.  Dr. William F. Hefley, Jr., is an authorized treating physician.

6.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that he

sustained a compensable injury to his left shoulder.

7.  The claimant is entitled to the treatment and surgery performed by Dr.

William F. Hefley, Jr., and all reasonable and necessary medical procedures in

connection with the claimant’s compensable injury.

8.  The claimant is awarded temporary total disability benefits from February

21, 2005 until May 9, 2005, the date he was released to return to work.

9.  The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence entitlement

to reimbursement for medical expenses.

10.  Respondents have controverted the claim in its entirety.

11.  Respondents are entitled to an offset for benefits paid by group health

or disability insurance pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-411.

12.  The claimant is entitled to the maximum attorney’s fee on the benefits

awarded herein, one-half to be paid by the respondents and one-half to be withheld

from the claimant’s awarded benefits.

DISCUSSION

Testimony of Witnesses

The claimant is 52 years old and completed two and a half years of college.

The claimant is currently employed by the respondent, Yellow Transportation, Inc.,

more commonly known as “Yellow Freight.”  The claimant has been employed by

respondent for 24 years.  He originally drove a truck, but has spent the last 18 or 19

years as a dock worker.  His work responsibilities include handling freight both
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manually and by forklift.  The claimant described the February 11, 2005, incident as

follows:

The propane tanks, which weigh, aluminum tanks,
roughly 50 pounds, I’m guessing.  The steel tanks are
a little heavier, probably 65 pounds.  They lay horizontal
on the back of the forklift, which is about four foot high.
The tank runs out, you take the empty off, you get a full
one, pick it up and put it on the rack on the back of the
forklift.  And that’s when the injury occurred, when I
went to pick the tank up.  It was a steel tank, which is a
little heavier than the other tank.  It was a steel tank.
When I picked it up, I got almost as high as I needed to
be, and that’s when the shoulder popped and severe
pain in the left shoulder.

He testified that he had problems with the left shoulder prior to the date of the injury.

The claimant explained that he had seen his treating physician, Dr. Hefley, on

January 26, 2005.  An MRI was performed on his left shoulder on February 4, 2005.

Dr. Hefley scheduled the claimant for left shoulder arthroscopy on February 25,

2006.

The claimant described the difference in his left shoulder  immediately before

the pop and after the pop on February 11th, as follows:

There was just an ache, not continual, but close to
continual pain in the left shoulder prior to the picking up
of the tank.  But after the tank, popping of the shoulder,
then there was a lot more pain, sharper pain.  Like I
said, considerably more pain after that than there was
prior to that.

Prior to the February 11th incident the claimant was diagnosed with a left shoulder

impingement with a partial rotator tear and bone spurs.  Subsequent to the incident,

the doctor found a bicep tendon tear and a full thickness rotator cuff tear. Surgery

was performed on the 25th of February.  He returned to work on May 9, 2005.

Medical expenses were covered by a health and welfare policy through the

Teamsters Union and the claimant received payments for short-term disability.
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The claimant further testified that he had prior surgery by Dr. Hefley in 2000

in connection with his right shoulder.  He did not see Dr. Hefley regarding his left

shoulder until January of 2005.  The claimant previously had a non work-related hip

replacement and work-related carpal tunnel syndrome in both wrists.  At the time

of the injury, he was working with Larry Digiovanna, a co-worker.  He reported the

incident to his supervisor, Sam Smith.  At that time he informed his supervisor that

he already had surgery set up but that something else had happened.  Later that

morning, he reported the incident to Eddie Clutts.  The claimant advised him that

he had the other surgery set up and had already had an MRI done.  Clutts advised

him to go ahead and see what, if anything, developed.  The claimant testified that

he informed Dr. Hefley of the incident on the morning prior to the surgery.  The

claimant testified that he was originally diagnosed with a partial tear in his right

shoulder by Dr. Hefley, but the procedure in 2000 revealed there was a full tear.

The claimant testified that he missed 12 weeks of work due to the incident.  He

testified that he had received the sum of $8,600.00 for short-term disability.

However, he indicated that he was only entitled to $300.00 weekly for the first ten

weeks and $350.00 per week after ten weeks.  He testified that he had contacted

the carrier and was holding the overpayment in the bank waiting for forms from

them to return the money.  He testified he had outstanding medical bills, including

bills from Dr. Hefley, the anesthesiologist, and a $600.00 rehab bill.

The parties stipulated that Mr. Digiovanna would testify

That the incident that Mr. Bennett described did in fact occur
at work on February 11th; that he reported the incident; and
that he was aware Mr. Bennett was having some left shoulder
problems prior to February 11th.

Respondents offered the testimony of Dr. William F. Hefley by deposition.

Dr. Hefley testified that he first began treating the claimant in January of 2000.  At

that time, the claimant sought treatment for an arthritic right hip and right shoulder
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problems.  Based on an MRI taken by Dr. Ron Williams on August 24, 1999, Dr.

Hefley first scheduled a surgery for the claimant for a hip replacement.

Subsequently, the claimant was scheduled for a surgery on his right shoulder.  He

testified that an MRI film does not always accurately show whether a person has a

partial tear or a full tear.  He explained that he can tell the difference when he looks

at the shoulder with the scope.  He acknowledged that sometimes the MRI is

incorrect.  Dr. Hefley testified that although the preoperative diagnosis showed a

partial tear in the right shoulder, the post-operative diagnosis revealed a two and a

half centimeter full thickness rotator cuff tear in the right shoulder.  On January 26,

2005, the claimant sought treatment from Dr. Hefley regarding his left shoulder.

Doctor’s notes on that date reflect that the claimant’s chief complaint was of left

shoulder pain and the claimant did not recall any specific injury to the left shoulder.

From those symptoms, Dr. Hefley diagnosed the claimant with a possible rotator

cuff tear.  At that time, he ordered an MRI report.  The MRI report showed arthritis

of his AC joint and a suspected partial tear of the rotator cuff “with no evidence of

a full-thickness rotator cuff tear”.  Dr. Hefley testified that the claimant was

scheduled to undergo a procedure at that time but that it was his determination that

they were not going to have to repair the rotator cuff because it was a partial

thickness tear.  He explained that MRI’s are right the majority of the time.  He

explained that if a patient was very obese or if they moved in the MRI and there was

a motion artifact, it could make the MRI more difficult to interpret.  He explained that

an MRI typically will have at least an 80 to 90 percent accuracy.  Dr. Hefley stated

that it was still his opinion that the claimant had a partial tear as of February 7,

2005.  During the surgery, Dr. Hefley found a two and a half centimeter tear in the

claimant’s left shoulder.  He testified that he had no basis to believe that the

claimant had a biceps tendon rupture prior to February 7, 2005.  He testified that the
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claimant had reported to him that he had an incident picking up a heavy butane tank

at work approximately ten days prior to the date of surgery.  Based on the history

and data, Dr. Hefley attributed the rupture of claimant’s biceps tendon and

extension of his shoulder problem from a partial thickness tear to a full thickness

tear to the February 7, 2005, incident.  He explained there were four different

treatment protocols.  In a partial thickness tear, he simply removes the spurs and

debrides the partial thickness tear.  For those, he allows people to move their

shoulder right away and immediately after surgery, they are able to begin to reach

overhead and move their arm.  For a small cuff repair of one centimeter or less, the

patients are protected and move gradually in physical therapy but in three or four

weeks are beginning to reach overhead.  For the medium, which is what the

claimant had, the type two cuff repair protocol, the patient is not allowed to lift his

arm overhead until six weeks post-op followed by therapy.  At  six weeks, the patient

would lift his own arm rather than the therapist lifting his arm.  He explained that

between six weeks and three months, the patient would have resistive training

where he would begin to exercise the muscles.  He testified that he released the

claimant back to work at full duty on May 9th, approximately 11 weeks out from the

surgery.  He explained that with just a partial thickness tear, he might have put him

back to work three to four weeks out, an increase of recovery time of seven or eight

weeks.  He estimated the increased surgical cost to range between $1,000.00 and

$3,000.00.

ADJUDICATION

Claimant contends that he sustained a compensable injury that is governed

by the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-101 et seq.

Act 796 of 1993, as codified at Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A) defines 
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“compensable injury”: 

(i) an accidental injury causing internal or external physical  harm to
the body or accidental injury to prosthetic appliances...arising out of
and in the course of employment and which requires medical services
or results in disability or death.   An injury is “accidental” only if it is
caused by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of
occurrence. 

The employee must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he sustained

a compensable injury.  In addition, a compensable injury must be established by

medical evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

102(4)(D).   “Objective findings” are those findings which cannot come under

voluntary control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(i). 

In workers’ compensation law, an employer takes the employee as he finds

him, and employment circumstances that aggravate preexisting conditions are

compensable.  Williams v. L & W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383

(2004); Heritage Baptist Temple v. Robison, 82 Ark. App. 460, 120 S.W.3d 150

(2003).  An aggravation of a preexisting non-compensable condition by

compensable injury is, itself, compensable.  Id.  An aggravation is a new injury

resulting from an independent incident.  Id.  An aggravation, being a new injury with

an independent cause, must meet the definition of a compensable injury in order to

establish compensability for the aggravation. Id.

In the instant case, it is not disputed that the incident involving the claimant

occurred at work.  It is equally clear from the medical evidence that objective

medical evidence established the claimant’s need for surgery to repair his torn

rotator cuff in his left shoulder.  The primary dispute is whether claimant has

established a causal connection between his compensable injury and the surgery

given the fact that claimant suffered from a preexisting shoulder problem for which

surgery had been scheduled prior to the work-related incident.   This is not a case

where the claimant must prove that the shoulder injury had to be the major cause
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of the need for the surgery in order for it to be covered by workers’ compensation.

That analysis is not applicable since this is a case involving a specific injury and

request for medical treatment and temporary disability benefits as opposed to a

gradual onset injury or an award of permanent disability benefits.   See, Farmland

Ins. Co. v. DuBois, 54 Ark. App. 141, 145, 923 S.W.2d 883, 885 (1996).  Both the

testimony of the claimant and Dr. Hefley clearly demonstrate the claimant’s shoulder

condition was worsened by the work-related injury resulting in the need for more

extensive surgery.  Dr. Hefley clearly stated that his original plan and protocol for

the partial thickness tear was to remove the spurs and debride the partial thickness

tear resulting in an immediate recovery.  He further testified that both the history and

the data indicated to a reasonable degree of medical certainty that the claimant

extended his shoulder problem from a partial thickness tear to a full thickness tear

when he attempted to lift the heavy butane tank at work resulting in a full repair

surgery and additional seven to eight weeks of recovery time.

Respondents argue that the claimant had a similar mis-diagnosis in

connection with a prior right shoulder problem and some form of surgery on the left

shoulder would have been performed regardless of the work-related incident.

Respondents further speculate that the full tear in claimant’s left shoulder may have

pre-existed his work-related injury.  Conjecture and speculation, even if plausible,

cannot take the place of proof.  In the instant case, I find that the preponderance of

the evidence clearly supports that the work-related incident aggravated claimant’s

pre-existing left shoulder condition and resulted in the need for surgery to repair the

full tear.  Therefore, I find that claimant is entitled to payment of related medical

expenses and temporary total disability benefits for the resulting healing period, i.e.

February 21, 2005 until May 9, 2005.    Respondents are entitled to an offset for
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benefits paid by group health or disability insurance pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §

11-9-411. 

The claimant is entitled to the maximum attorney’s fee on the benefits

awarded herein, one-half to be paid by the respondents and one-half to be withheld

from the claimant’s awarded benefits.        

AWARD

Based on a preponderance of the evidence, I find that claimant has proven

that he suffered a compensable injury to his left shoulder.  The respondents are

hereby directed and ordered to pay benefits in accordance with the findings of fact

and conclusions of law set forth herein.

 

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
BARBARA W. WEBB
Administrative Law Judge


